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Fig. 1. Initial heating (black) and subsequent 
cooling (gray) curve for Del Norte troilite. 

Summary. Two solid-state phase transitions in troilite (FeS) can be readily measured by 
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) on samples of only a few milligrams. Troilite from the 
Mundrabilla iron meteorite displays a DSC fingerprint which is distinct from that of terrestrial 
troilite from Del Norte Co., California; their response to subsequent heating also differ significantly. 
Further work may establish whether troilite thermometry of meteorites is possible using DSC. 

Introduction. Troilite, the FeS mineral found mainly in meteorites, undergoes two phase 
transitions upon heating to temperatures well below the melting point. The dp transition occurs at 411 
f 3 K, and the ply transition at 598 f 3 K [1,2]. Both transitions appear to be reversible. Earlier the 
unpublished DSC work by Clooding on chondrites of varying metamorphic grade hinted at differences in 
the dp transition. 'Ihe purpose of this work on Mundrabilla and Del Norte troilite is to investigate the 
feasibility of using DSC to measure thermal histories of meteorites. 

Procedure. Del Norte troilite (provided by C. B. Moore) samples of approximately 5 mg were 
placed in aluminum oxide crucibles and heated at 10 K/min in a Perkin Elmer DSC-7 under an argon 
purge of 20 cm3/rnin. Samples were heated to maximum temperatures of 473 K, 673 K or 993 K. The 
differential heat flow between the sample and an empty reference crucible was measured as a function 
of temperature both on heating and subsequent cooling. Two samples of troilite from the iron meteorite 
Mundrabilla (provided by E. R. D. Scott) were separately analyzed under the same conditions. 

Resulfs. The heating curves for Del Norte are reproducible, but do show some variation due to 
inhomogeneity among small samples. Phase transitions in the heating curves are correlated to 
transitions in the cooling curves (Fig. 1). Mundrabilla is distinct from Del Norte, implying that DSC 
may be of value in fingerprinting troilites (Fig. 2). For the a l p  transition in Del Norte and Mundrabilla, 
respectively, the temperature for onset is 419.7 f 0.2 K and 415.4 + 1 K, and the AH is 40.1 + 0.1 J/g and 
29.9 f 4 5  J/g. Reheating samples produced heating curves indicating that the original structure of the 
troilite had been altered by the initial laboratory heating. Mundrabilla troilite was significantly 
more altered by heating (Fig. 3). With increasing maximum temperature of heating both the onset 
temperature and the AH of the df3 transition systematically decreased in Del Norte, although the 
effects of temperature are not separated from time in these experiments (Fig. 4). Thus, transition rates 
also may be a factor. 

Discussion. The straightforward conclusion of this preliminary work is that troilite phase 
transitions are readily measurable via DSC, and that differences exist between Del Norte and 
Mundrabilla troilite. Whether differences are due to thermal history or composition is not clear. For 
example, the negatively sloping baseline above 550 K in Mundrabilla is typical of an exothermic 
reaction. Mundrabilla troilite is known to contain daubreelite and graphite which may participate in 
redox reactions [3]. Yet, Mundrabilla is shown in Fig. 3 to be much more affected by heating, on a 
laboratory time scale, than is Del Norte. 
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The nature of the alp transition varies 1800 

depending on troilite sample type (meteoritic, 1600- 
synthetic, lunar) and method of structure 1400- 
determination. Among areas of discussion are the 
existence of transition phases between a and P g' 1200- 

E 
forms and whether the high-temperature (P) 1000- 
form can be quenched [4-81. The DSC heat flow 2 800- 
curves, by their multiplicity of peaks for a given 
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of nucleation upon cooling . 200 - 
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Fig. 2. Heating curves for Mundrabilla (black) Fig. 4. Onset temperature and AH values for crib 
and Del Norte (gray) troilites. Top of large peak transition from second heating curves of Del 
at 415-420 K is truncated for display purposes Norte troilite. The maximum temperature of first 
only. heating affects the subsequent values for onset 

temperature and AH. 
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Fig. 3a and 3b. Second heating curves for Mundrabilla (black) and Del Norte (gray) troilites. 
Increasing maximum temperature on first heating degrades the sharpness of the transition. 
Mundrabilla is significantly more affected than Del Norte. 
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